Suspicious Male Loitering Inside Restrooms

On April 29th, 2013, at approximately 3:30pm, a suspicious male was seen in Kaufman Hall loitering in the women’s restroom on the second floor. A similarly described suspicious male was seen inside again at approximately 4:35pm at Murphy Hall inside another women’s restroom. When confronted, the male fled out of the restroom and left the area in an unknown direction.

The subject is described as a Male Hispanic or Caucasian, mid-20’s, 5’8” - 5’9”, stocky build, buzzed haircut, dark eyes and dark eyebrows. The subject was wearing a dark long sleeve shirt / windbreaker with an unknown emblem on the shirt. He also wore mid-ankle length leather boots and black shoe laces.

If you have any information regarding this subject or these incidents (or similar incidents) please contact Detective Chavez #398 at (310) 825-9371. Reference # 13-0754 & 13-0739. To report a tip anonymously, please call 310-794-5824.

UCLA PD would like to remind the campus community to be aware of your surroundings and:

- If you see anyone acting suspiciously, call UCLA PD.
- Dial 911 in the event of an emergency
- For non emergencies, call (310) 825-1491.